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The purpose of Audit
The purpose of the audit is to ascertain whether NFT assets are
correctly decentralized, persistent, and easy to retrieve. These three
criteria are at the core of Gem grading.

We built Gem scores to make platforms more transparent,
especially as regards what users can mint and how they own what
they mint.

We audit how the NFT is minted, how NFT assets are stored, and
evaluate its alteration by third parties without the holder's
authorization.

We sincerely believe that ownership is the key to ensuring the
democratization of NFT.

Our specially built multiple score schemes regarding platforms are in
the public domain. They are published and can be accessed on our
medium here.

To learn more about our vision, kindly read our whitepaper here.

https://medium.com/art-for-all-nft-platform/how-is-afa-score-calculated-2-3-29a38d23ee14
https://docs.artforall.io/


Overview
Project
Name: Arpeggi
Website: arpeggi.io
Twitter: @arpeggi_labs
Description: “The First On-Chain Music Creation Platform”

Blockchain: Ethereum
Smart contract: 0xd614e3b775b94794ea16a7843f31a56c36edcb09
Etherscan: link

Audit
Delivery Date: October 30th, 2021
Method of audit: Manual review
Consultants: 2
Timeline: October 25th, 2021 - October 30th, 2021

Audit public page:
https://artforall.io/score/arpeggi/0xd614e3b775b94794ea16a7843f
31a56c36edcb09

http://arpeggi.io
https://twitter.com/arpeggi_labs
https://etherscan.io/address/0xd614e3b775b94794ea16a7843f31a56c36edcb09
https://artforall.io/score/arpeggi/0xd614e3b775b94794ea16a7843f31a56c36edcb09
https://artforall.io/score/arpeggi/0xd614e3b775b94794ea16a7843f31a56c36edcb09


Executive Summary
Arpeggi NFT reaches 100/100 Gem score.
Arpeggi uses excellent storage methods to ensure data persistence
and decentralization.

All song attributes and instructions are on-chain and retrievable as
long as the Ethereum blockchain exists.

Findings
Id Title Recommendations Severity

AS-1 the song storage - ✅ None

AS-2 the song’s name storage - ✅ None

AS-3 the song’s artist storage - ✅ None

ER-1 the instructions accessibility
to retrieve a song

Optimization (p.12) ⚠ Minor

AP-1 the song’s composition
persistence

- ✅ None

AP-2 the samples & JS scripts
persistence

- ✅ None



1. Asset storage
1.1 Scoring scheme
Users can create and mint songs directly on Arpeggi's website. This is
why we base the audit on the “Media Generated” storage scoring
scheme.

The scheme highlights different levels of data importance:
- First-tier: the song
- Second-tier: the song’s name
- Third-tier: other song’s data (e.g, artist name)

We base the grading on the storage method of the data above.



1.2 The song (T1)
A song is basically a “composition” represented as a hex string
stored on-chain. You can retrieve a song by simply calling the
_passes() read method with a tokenID as the argument.
You are required to get “samples” and “scripts” locally to play the
song from the composition.

Arpeggi wrote instructions to download these files (L. 1298), this is the
version uploaded on Etherscan :



The process is the same for the “scripts” retrieving.

Simply following these instructions allowed us to play the song. We
guarantee that everyone will be able to do this on any computer just
as we guarantee that it will work.

Samples are mp3 files stored on-chain. They can be retrieved by
calling _samples() read method.
Scripts are JS and HTML files stored on-chain. They can be retrieved
by calling _scripts() read method.

Once you download all of these files, proceed to writing the song’s
composition into the JS part (composition variable) and run the
index HTML file locally.

The variables to edit are located on lines 2, 4 and 6.



Next, click on the browse button by selecting the previously
downloaded samples folder, and voilà—the song is playing.

Every element that lets users play the song is stored on-chain. They
are retrievable from the blockchain provided Ethereum still exists.
This also ensures the availability, retrievability and playability of the
song.

✅ Conclusion: Arpeggi chooses to store the song on the same
blockchain as the token. The first tier’s grade is 60/60.



1.3 The song’s name (T2)
The song’s name is a text element that is written at the same time as
the composition. You can retrieve it by calling the _passes() read
method with your tokenID as an argument.

The existence of Ethereum allows you to ensure the availability and
retrievability of the song's name.

✅ Conclusion: Arpeggi chooses to store the song’s name on the
same blockchain as the token. The second tier’s grade is 20/20.



1.4 The song’s other data (T3)
The song’s other data here is precisely the artist’s name.

The artist name is a text element. It’s written at the same time as the
composition. It can be retrieved by calling the _passes() read
method with your tokenID as an argument.

The existence of Ethereum allows you to ensure the availability and
retrievability of the artist's name.

✅ Conclusion: Arpeggi chooses to store the artist’s name on the
same blockchain as the token. The second tier’s grade is 10/10.

1.5 Asset storage grade
Here is the data storage Tiers’ grading:

- T1: 60/60
- T2: 20/20
- T3: 10/10

We have a total of 90/90 Gem storage score.



2. Ease to retrieve
Documentation, instructions, and videos are important to enable
users to know exactly how to retrieve their NFT assets—here is their
song data.
Arpeggi wrote these instructions directly on-chain, in the
smart-contract (L. 1298), and the HTML file stored on-chain too.

⚠ We issue a small warning on the accessibility of the retrieval
process.
Most non-technical users may find it extremely difficult while
following these instructions —especially as regards copying/pasting
all the zip parts without errors.

Furthermore, it can be tricky to convert hex to zip as very few people
are familiar with terminal/console usage.

Regarding the complexity of the mp3 storage on Ethereum, we
understand the difficulty of being user-friendly when retrieving data
from the chain.

It would help if Arpeggi's team could tell where crucial information on
their website are located and how users can read it (by using
Etherscan for example).

✅ Conclusion: Instructions are available on-chain. In addition to
these on-chain instructions, it is best if there is easily accessible and
detailed documentation on their website (a video, a medium article
preferably). We grade the Ease to retrieve criteria 10/10.



3. Asset persistence
The storage method is good, but the smart contract needs to make
data persistent too for best results. We posit that if data can be
altered directly from the smart contract, it can alter the media asset
too.

Here are the critical parts of asset persistence.

3.1 The composition persistence
Firstly, the Arpeggi NFT is minted as a “pass”. To make this “pass” a
song, the user needs to create the composition on this website:
http://arpeggi.io/studio.

After the composition, the pressSong() method is called (L.1636).

http://arpeggi.io/studio


There is an interesting requirement in the line 11 of the code
screenshot above. The mintTime attribute of the pass needs to be
different from 0 to run the _pressSongToken() method.

Let’s see where mintTime is set (L.1729).

In line 14, mintTime is
set for the first time
into the
_pressSongToken()
method.
block.timestamp is the
value.

After the first “press”,
nothing can alter any
of the song's attributes
(title, artist,
composition) because
the mintTime will never
be set again at 0.

✅ Conclusion: when clicking on “Confirm
Mint”, the user can be sure that the
composition, the title, and the artist’s name
will never be altered.



3.2 The samples & scripts persistence
After deploying the contract, the dev team has uploaded the
samples and the scripts. To do this, addSample() and addScript()
methods were called multiple times. You can find all those
transactions here.

We noticed that the updateScript() method overwrites a script
section at a particular index (L.1499).
In line 7, on the screenshot below, the onlyUnlocked modifier prevents
calling the method in case the contract is locked.

We wondered why
the team decided to
write this method.

After speaking with
the team, we
understand that this
method was placed
here in case of likely
mistakes that may
occur when
uploading the
scripts to the chain.

https://etherscan.io/txs?a=0xd614e3b775b94794ea16a7843f31a56c36edcb09&ps=100&p=8


After uploading all the scripts, they call setLocked() to lock the
contract.

The Set Locked transaction is here:
0x525bb232099b9b78d4f5bb71172f6b1372916b6a652fccf1a93b6159e
f1b3acd

✅ Conclusion: Since this transaction, nobody, including the dev
team, can alter the JS script or the samples. We can be sure that
these files are 100% persistent, permanent, and unalterable.

https://etherscan.io/tx/0x525bb232099b9b78d4f5bb71172f6b1372916b6a652fccf1a93b6159ef1b3acd
https://etherscan.io/tx/0x525bb232099b9b78d4f5bb71172f6b1372916b6a652fccf1a93b6159ef1b3acd


4. Generated score
There is no critical issue about persistence in the code. Furthermore,
the storage is greatly decentralized, on-chain. Instructions are
on-chain too.

Sum of tiers’ grades: 60+20+10 = 90/90
Adding the Documentation grade : 90+10 = 100/100 Gem SCORE



5. Donation 💌
Our team is working hard to audit platforms and technologies to
make NFT projects more transparent.

Ownership remains the key to ensuring the democratization of NFT.

We appreciate that the Arpeggi team donated to support our vision.

How to be audited

We are 100% independent.
No ads, no influence for brands.
No one can pay OpenGem to advertise any NFT project.
No one can pay OpenGem to upgrade any Gem score.

We make audits.

If you want your project to be audited, just add it to the
queue by submitting here —it’s free. Regarding the line,
you’ll need to wait ~60 days to be audited.

A 1 ETH donation will bring your project to first place
in the line. In that way, an audit can be done in ~5 days.

Contact us here.

https://opengem.com/request
mailto:contact@opengem.com

